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A PNG-Australia
security framework:
not a treaty but
solid nonetheless
By Henry Ivarature
11 December 2023

On 7 December 2023, the prime ministers of Australia and Papua New Guinea signed an
historic security agreement in Canberra. It has taken approximately three years to conclude
since both countries signed the Comprehensive Strategic and Economic Partnership on 5
August 2020, which committed the parties to develop a bilateral security treaty. Titled
“Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Government of Papua New
Guinea on a Framework for Closer Security Relations”, it is described as a “framework”, so
not quite what Australia had hoped for, which was a treaty. Nevertheless, I think, it is as
reasonable and pragmatic as it could be in addressing PNG’s serious internal security
challenges. Australia has certainly prevailed in working with PNG to get this security
framework over the line.

The security framework is largely developmental in nature. It covers defence, police, law
and justice, violence against women and children, national security, border, maritime and
aviation security, cyber security, health security and biosecurity, as well as infrastructure,
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, and climate change and environment. Its
implementation depends on PNG’s political and bureaucratic thought leaders, especially its
security sector leadership, who will need to take real ownership of the above-listed
“common security interests”, as set out in Article 3 of the agreement, in order to realise the
security outcomes Prime Minister James Marape seeks for PNG. Otherwise, the agreement’s
noble security and developmental intentions may not be fully realised.

Internal security appears to be the main focus of the agreement. Sadly, PNG is a country
plagued by endemic law and order problems including tribal violence and horrible sorcery-
related crimes against women. In recent years, tribal violence has increased in frequency,
getting more violent and destructive, and is exerting enormous pressures on an already
under-resourced police force. This state of lawlessness not only makes life unsafe for
everyone, especially women and children, but also frightens away potential foreign
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investors. In this respect, Australia’s investment in policing and the law and justice sector
more generally is a pragmatic and necessary step toward addressing a problem that is long
overdue for fixing.

According to my own sources, the protection of PNG’s sovereignty, particularly in relation to
Australia’s request for the granting of privileges and immunities for Australian police
officers, was a contentious point in the negotiations. Immunity provisions are notably absent
from the security framework. However, this could be dealt with under subsidiary
agreements in the future. With respect to possible cross-border deployments to engage in
security cooperation, Article 4 of the agreement states that the operating framework will be
provided by the existing Agreement between Australia and Papua New Guinea regarding the
Status of Forces of Each State in the Territory of the other State, signed in 1977. The
security agreement has been kept broad and by sidestepping the contentious question of
immunities has reduced any perceived impact on PNG’s sovereignty.

Although sovereignty issues might have slowed progress on the agreement, in hindsight it is
probably better to have had these matters thoroughly addressed. It is also better to avoid
adopting a security framework that skirts around unresolved issues which may later come
back to haunt both countries, especially in the “land of the unexpected”. In this respect,
credit is due to PNG’s negotiators for not allowing themselves to be rushed, and for waiting
until all contentious issues they considered to have implications for national sovereignty
were satisfactorily addressed.

Kudos, also, to the patient Australian negotiators working on “PNG time” since August
2020.

Prime Minister Marape’s next challenge will be to navigate the allegations of inadequate
consultation from the Chair of the Foreign Affairs Committee, Belden Namah, and reactions
from the general public over the coming days and weeks. Although Namah welcomes the
security framework, he says Prime Minister Marape’s government is repeating the same
mistake it made with the PNG-US defence cooperation agreement – that is, not adequately
consulting parliament.

On a broader level, and in this period of intense geopolitical contestation in the Indo-Pacific
region, the security framework marks another significant milestone in Australia’s efforts to
thwart China’s security interests in the Blue Pacific. It comes less than a month after
Australia and Tuvalu signed the Australia-Tuvalu Falepili Union Treaty at the Pacific Islands
Forum Leaders Meeting in Cook Islands. Australia has extended its hand to other Pacific
states after signing the Treaty with Tuvalu, the first of its kind.
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Both developments, nonetheless, will further fuel geopolitical competition in the region.
China will likely attempt corresponding measures to maintain its influence. I think that, for
now, Australia should be relieved that it has signed a security framework agreement, if not
a treaty, with PNG. The security framework at least establishes a broad foundation for
building closer security relations with Australia’s closest neighbour.
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